This paper describes the processes used by students to learn from worked-out examples and by working through problems. Evidence is derived from protocols of students learning secondary school mathematics and physics. The students acquired knowledge from the examples in the form of productions (condition -> action): first discovering conditions under which the actions are appropriate and then elaborating the conditions to enhance efficiency. Students devoted most of their attention to the condition side of the productions. Subsequently, they generalized the productions for broader application and acquired specialized productions for special problem classes.
Introduction
The effectiveness of instructional methods in which students learn from worked-out examples and by solving problems [learning from examples and by doing (LFED)] has been demonstrated in several contexts (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . While LFED has a sound theoretical foundation (6, 7) , data are still scanty on the sequences of events that lead students using these methods toward mastery of skills. In this paper, we illustrate the central importance for skill acquisition of the condition sides of the productions that cue appropriate problem solving actions.
Method. In the experiments that produced the data discussed here, the control groups were taught in the traditional way. In the experimental groups, the teacher did not lecture but, instead, students worked individually through the study materials. In this paper, we will not assess the general effectiveness of the LFED methods but will examine some protocols of individual subjects in a physics task that reveal the critical role of the condition sides of productions for skilled performance.
While studying the examples, the subjects had available the correct answers, so that they could get feedback at any time. Typically, they first tried to solve the problems and then checked with the correct answer.
Production Systems. According to current cognitive theories, the knowledge for skilled performance is stored in productions: if-then statements consisting of a set of conditions (C) followed by a set of actions (A), C --A. Whenever the conditions of a production are satisfied, the action is carried out. The cognitive theories predict, with good supporting evidence, that students can learn, using LFED, the productions they need for effective performance.
A simple example of a production is If the goal is to add a column offigures, then hold in memory the cumulative total, set it initially to 0, and add to it each of the successive figures, from top to bottom.
IF Goal[Add-column(x)], THEN Set cumulative-total = 0;
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Add-next-item-to(cumulative total); advance pointer; repeat to end of column. A person who has this production and this goal (the condition) will place 0 in memory, add the first number (say 3) and replace the 0 by 3, add the next (say 6), and replace the 3 by 9, and so on, until the list is exhausted and the cumulative total can be reported.
The student may or may not be able to verbalize the productions used. If a production is in memory, (i) whenever one of its conditions is in the focus of attention, it will be noticed, and (ii) when all the conditions are satisfied, the action will be carried out. Productions represent skill, not declarative knowledge.
An adaptive production system (APS) learns by modifying itself-altering productions and adding others to memory. An early APS learned to solve linear equations in algebra (6) . At about the same time, humans were modeled as APSs having domain-specific knowledge (7).
Zhu (4) and Zhu and Simon (5) demonstrated, through extensive instructional experimentation in schools, that LFED is both effective and efficient in terms of learning time. Anderson and his colleagues (8, 9) , also using production system models of students' skills, have constructed effective computer tutors for geometry, algebra, and LISP programming and have tested them in schools.
Learning Table 1 ), in(x,y) -> Fb(x,y) = Vim(x,y) x Den(y) The weight of liquid displaced is, by definition, the weight of a volume of liquid just equal to the volume, Vim(x,y), of the portion of the object below the surface of the liquid. The conclusions derivable from the rule depend on whether an object floats on the liquid or is totally submerged in it.
(i) If the object floats, the buoyant force equals the object's weight; otherwise it would sink deeper (see P1 and P2; Table  1 ).
(ii) If the object is wholly submerged, the buoyant force depends solely on its volume (equal to the weight of liquid that fills this volume and less than the weight of the object) (see P3, P4; Table 1 ).
Many productions corresponding to easily recognizable situations can be learned once and for all and used without returning each time to Archimedes' law. Below we have italicized the conditions under which each production acts. These productions are written formally in Table 1 another, denser than the first, the buoyant force exerted by the denser liquid will be greater than that exerted by the less dense. Analysis ofprotocols. We will examine verbal protocols of six Chinese students (three experimental and three control) in a Chinese middle school and an American college student at Carnegie Mellon University (who had not previously studied buoyancy). These protocols reveal how the experimental students progressed from almost no knowledge of buoyancy to an ability to solve problems with skill and understanding. They learned to recognize the conditions of particular productions and to elaborate these cues to produce more efficient productions. We first examine some before-instruction and afterinstruction tests of the middle school students and then some protocols of the college student.
Acquiring basic knowledge of buoyancy. Protocols of the experimental subjects are labeled ES, the control subjects are labeled CS, and the university level subject is labeled US. The study materials and our interpolated comments are printed in boldface type, with the latter in brackets. Key terms in the protocols are italicized. # indicates pause.
Pretest: Experimental and control subjects. Generally, the students of both groups were unable to solve the problems in the pretest. They knew neither the relevant productions nor the cues for selecting them. Instead, they often drew upon 'common sense" ideas. ES3 estimated buoyancy from a body's perceived height in the water, and sometimes its surface area, equating "buoyancy" with "being buoyed up"-i.e., "floating higher." Another subject, ESI, asserted this explicitly. Other students used the weight of a body as the determinant of buoyant force, even when the body was submerged. The subjects paid attention to irrelevant conditions and ignored relevant ones.
Posttest. In the posttest, students in the experimental group solved most of the problems correctly and rapidly. They had built appropriate production rules and could recognize relevant cues in the problems. Consider the protocol of ES3 in posttest Problem 2 (boldface comments in the protocols are the authors'; italics mark important terms).
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In part 2.2, ES3 found the cues, "submerge" and "density of liquid," and thus evoked PE. Moreover, in c, he inferred the reason from Archimedes' rule, showing that he applied the production with understanding. The same can be seen in part 2.3, where he properly applies PA.
The experimental subjects both recognized the key cues quickly and discarded irrelevant variables. For example, in d in segment 2.1, ES3 notes that "depth doesn't matter."
To illustrate the posttraining differences between the experimental and control groups, we reproduce their protocols in re-solving Problem 6 in the posttest. The relevant production is PB.
The experimental subjects: ES1: 1 1. Therefore, the buoyant force on the body floating on a liquid surface is equal to the weight of the body.
[GENERALIZES] 2. The buoyant force on it may be known so long as its weight is known. [P2: fl(x,y) -> Fb(x) = -Wt(x)]. 3. Yes, because it would be equal.
The weight of the body. [EXPLAINS]
In Example Dl, US5 noticed the key cuesgravity andfloating and then connected them with the goal. In Exercise Dl, she used the same cues, replacing "wooden block" by "ice." Moreover, she translated "gravity" into "weight." She solved D2 faster and more directly. In D3 (2) she generalized the rule to all objects that float, production P2. By analogy, she generalized from specific bodies to objects in general and connected actions with conditions. We see something similar in another protocol segment involving an object submerged (instead of floating) in two different liquids: Here, US5 used previous knowledge to solve a problem involving different liquids. Needing to compare the weights of displaced liquids of the same volume, she focused on the densities (W = D x V). US5 knows that iron is denser than water or alcohol; hence, it is submerged and the controlling factor is the density of the liquid. As water is denser than alcohol, the corresponding buoyancy is greater. The new production rule is equivalent to PE.
Forming Subgoals. When Ss were asked to explain their solutions and solve related subproblems, they elaborated the conditions of their productions, frequently adding goals. We first examine US5's Exercise Fl and F2. "Since the iron and copper blocks of equal volume are submerged in water," # "blank" of water is displaced and in both cases the [READS] displaced water has" the same weight. [APPLIES PA] "According to" (inaudible) # # "Archimedes' rule, the magnitude of buoyancy on a body is equal to"-"the buoyancy of the metal blocks," okay.
[READS] "Since the iron and copper blocks submerged in water"-water "of water is displaced"-the amount of water-same "amount of water is displaced." And in both cases displaced water has the same weight. "According to Archimedes' rule, the magnitude of buoyancy on a body is equal to" the amount of water displaced "so [READS] the buoyancies on the metal blocks" are the same, are the same magnitude. Same volume, water [INTERPRETS] (inaudible) are equal.
In Exercise Fl, US5 goes from the volumes of bodies to the volumes of water displaced and then to the buoyant forces. She then notes that the solution amounts to applying Archimedes' rule. We hypothesize that in Exercise F2 she followed the three stages of the problem statement, which took her from the goal of comparing buoyant forces to the goal of comparing weights of water displaced, then to the goal of comparing volumes of the bodies immersed. In subsequent exercises in part F, the subjects learn to disregard irrelevant variables like depth and weight when Psychology: Zhu et For the subject who has just learned Archimedes' rule, solving this problem would involve at least seven steps:
First, attention must be drawn by the goal to the buoyancies. Buoyancies draw attention to weights of displaced liquids; weights draw attention to volumes and densities. Densities call attention to the statement that the liquids are the same; volume calls attention to the statements that the objects are submerged and have the same volumes. Finally, the information about the volumes of the objects and the identity of the liquids implies that the volumes and weights of the displaced liquids are equal-hence, also the buoyancies.
Unless the successive shifts in attention take place at the proper times, the conclusion will not be reached without search. These shifts in attention can be activated by learnable goal-driven productions; they do not occur to naive learners, however good their basic perceptual abilities. For the more expert problem solver, recognizing that the objects are submerged, that the liquids are the same, and that the objects have the same volumes suffices to evoke from memory the required production and produce an immediate solution. The novice's specific productions have been chunked by the expert into a single production that goes directly from the relevant conditions to the conclusion.
Problems can be solved by working forward from the given quantities or working backward from the goal (3). For example, a slightly modified form of production PA, working forward, can compute the buoyant force on y, given that x and y are known to be submerged and have the same volume, and that the buoyant force on x is known: PA*: Vol(x) = Vol(y), sub(x), sub(y), Fb(x) = K -> Fb(y) = K.
If no single production exists whose action solves the problem, and whose conditions all correspond to known facts, working forward will generally proliferate search with no clear rudder to steer the process. Nevertheless, for easy problems, experts frequently work forward without setting goals, confident that an answer will be found quickly. In more difficult problems experts fall back on working-backward methods, using goals to guide their path. For example, by modifying PA* further, we can incorporate it in a working-backward scheme, which will be evoked only if the goal is already set PA#: Goal[Find Fb(y)],Vol(x) = Vol(y), sub(x), sub(y),
Fb(x) = K, -> Fb(y) = K When a goal is present but essential facts are not available for satisfying the conditions of the production, then a subgoal must be created to find one or more of these facts. After the Ss had built fundamental productions about buoyancy, they developed further their abilities to recognize and use special conditions. We look at US5's Exercise G13, which concerns an iron and an aluminum ball of the same weight, both submerged with buoyantforces Fb(Fe) and Fb(Al), respectively:
Exercise G13: displaced a greater amount. Okay, Fb(Fe) is less than Fb(A).
Here, PK was triggered when US5 detected "submerged." Then PI was evoked according to the subgoal of PK, and this solved the problem.
For another example, consider Exercise G16, in which a wooden and an ice block of the same weight are floating on water:
Exercise G16:
1. Reading problem.
2. "Wooden block of the same weight." 3. Think the ice is more [dense] than wood. This ## last time. 4. The buoyant force, float higher. 5. "The buoyant force" would be less than that of ice.
"The volume of water displaced by wood" is less than "by ice." Okay less. 6. (Reads the answer) "Is equal to." "Same weight!" "Wooden block and ice of the same weight are floating on," "floating on the surface."
7. "Then the buoyant force on ...". . and that of ice" are the same, okay. All right, I guess it's the same.
In this problem, US5 did not note initially the cue of "floating" (statement 1). Perhaps influenced by the apparently similar problem G5 (statement 3), she tried to apply PI first (statements 4 and 5). Unfortunately, the conditions of PI are not satisfied here. Upon feedback of the error, she reread the problem (statement 6), noted the condition "floating," and solved the problem with PB.
Conclusion
We have shown, using examples from protocols, how students acquire productions for solving buoyancy problems. The laws of buoyancy appear mainly on the right-hand (action) sides of the productions, while the conditions for applicability appear on the left-hand sides. Most of the students' time is devoted to acquiring the condition sides and learning to notice cues that signal when conditions are satisfied.
A very small set of productions suffices for solving all the standard buoyancy problems, but students accumulate a much larger set. Initially, they learn the relevant conditions in simple situations and learn to ignore irrelevancies. As they begin to deal with problems requiring several steps of search, they begin also to acquire productions that control search by including goals and subgoals among their conditions and actions.
Finally, students gradually compose and "tune" their productions to solve common problems in a few steps each, or even a single step. If some productions that students assemble are forgotten over time, the redundancy permits them to be recreated from those that remain.
The behavior of students solving buoyancy problems, and their focus on the acquisition of the condition sides of productions, is not peculiar to that domain. The same behavior has been observed in other domains when students learn from worked-out examples and prQblems.
